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Think BIG!
Remember, to override
failure, focus on your
success.
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Part One:
A Welcome To
The Good And
Smart Kids
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Think Smart!
If you can accept
yourself, no one can
ever put you down.
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Introduction
Are you, by any chance, tired of being told “no” by
your parents when you as a kid want to get
something or go somewhere? Do you know how to
ask your parents for what you want in a way that
works for you every time? Do you know how to
negotiate with your parents to get whatever it is that
you are after and win? Do you know about the 100day rule that many parents use to help them know
what to buy you and what not to? Do you know how
to help your parents, to help you, to do you? Do you
know the secret knowledge that grown-ups have,
that can only be unlocked by high-level logic,
experience and mental growth? Is it just you or do
your parents actually show favoritism? How can you
as one of your parents' children become their mostfavored favorite? It may be clear to you that you
have your parents' love, but do you know how to
earn your parents' respect and make them really like
you? Do you know what the point of getting good
grades in school is for you? Do you know what the
point of good communication is? Do you know what
the point of good grooming and hygiene is? Do you
know why good parents want you to have your own
mind? Well, if you really want to learn the secrets of
how to get what you want from your parents every
time and how parents secretly think, then this book
'A-C-T Like A Kid And T-H-I-N-K Like A Parent' is the
book for you.
In this book you'll learn some of what parents have
learned from years and years of parenting. You'll see
some of the things that they've learned that are
helping them to become better at parenting. You'll
learn how many parents think. You'll learn what
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hidden forces motivate them as parents. You'll learn
what parents really need from you. You'll learn just
how differently parents really think than you do.
Plus, you'll learn what's behind a parent's parenting
skills. You'll learn what goes into understanding
parents, how parents are made and why personal
boundaries are so important for everybody. You'll
learn why good parents like common sense and
standards from their children. You'll also learn how
to approach your parents the right way and much,
much more.
You see, in nature, the roots of the tree are where
the tree gets its nourishment and strength. In
families, the roots are the parents, grandparents,
guardians and care-givers. Until you fully learn the
secret knowledge of adults, their jobs are basically
to bring good stuff closer to you and to keep bad
stuff far away from you. And until you are able to
see and learn this secret knowledge for yourself,
sadly, this means that you will have to hear the
word “no” a lot of the time without seeing why. This
is done to protect you as you are growing up. This
book is made to help you as a kid to learn, grow,
use and see what you cannot yet, see on your own.
You see, we understand this as grown-ups, because
we were and are all still considered children to and
under our own parents. It doesn't matter how old
we get they are still over us. They have been alive
much longer than us. Many of us as adults can even
remember ourselves, as big and little kids, asking
for toys and things from the local store. We all
remember asking to go someplace or to do
something that we thought would be really
interesting, exciting and fun. This, to us, seemed to
be everything that we would need to be happy in
life, and seemed like a world of opportunity at that
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very moment. Our parents' response, more often
than not, was “no” or “I’ll think about it”. It's funny
because that “I’ll think about it” often turned out to
be “no” too. As children, we couldn't figure out why,
much less understand why, their answers as parents
always seemed to be “no”. For the longest time,
many of us as kids actually thought that our parents
hated us and that they were just out to make life
miserable and plain old boring for us. Now that
we've grown up and have learned so much about
the world and the way it works, we realize that what
we were feeling and thinking was so very far from
the truth. It is a truth that has replaced what we
had imagined about them as parents all along. A
truth that, while always in plain sight, cannot be
seen by a kid or child until they have learned, grown
and developed enough to be able to fully see and
use the secret knowledge of adults that was once
invisible to them, on their own. A secret knowledge
that hides in plain sight. A knowledge about life that
adults have, that kids and children do not. Kids
know what they know about life. Kids also don't
know what they don't know about life. And their
parents do know what they don't know about life.
Their parents already know and have that secret
knowledge about life. The parents already know
what the kids don't know about life that their kids
can't even see. This is why it has been called the
secret knowledge of adults. If their kids could easily
see it, it wouldn't be considered a secret and
parents wouldn't be so necessary. This is one of the
main reasons why all kids and children must have
adult parents, guardians or caregivers.
The main goal of this book 'A-C-T Like A Kid And TH-I- N-K Like A Parent' is to help you as a kid, old or
young, to understand, as well as comprehend, why
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your parents are so nosy. This book also covers why
your parents set so many rules and boundaries, and
why good parents have to say “no” so often. This
book will also help you to see and realize that all of
this is being done out of a sense of parental love,
safety and responsibility. It is not at all as it
appears, a mission to ruin the fun in your life.
You see, from the moment you entered their lives,
your parents, guardians and caregivers have gained
the job and responsibility of and for making good of
your future. It's your parents' job and responsibility,
to make sure that you grow up into an adult who is
fully equipped and prepared to live out your dreams,
destiny and purpose while doing good things in, to
and for society. This is a big and heavy responsibility
for your parents to take on, carry and handle.
This book will help you as a kid to make sense of
your parents parenting skills. This book will help
you to get some basic understanding and
comprehension of what it is like to be a parent, and
hopefully show you why it is never a good idea to
resist, challenge or go against the good teachings
of your parents and their deeper wisdom.
Your good parents want you to be happy, but not at
the risk of losing you. They are trying to protect
your safety, your health or your future chances to
grow up and do great things.
The more you learn about how good parents think as
a whole, the better you can apply what you’ve
learned to make good choices in your own life. The
better you can apply what you've learned to
yourself, the better you will get along with your
parents. The better you get along with your parents,
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the more you get what you really and truly want.
The more you get what you really and truly want,
the more happy and satisfied you are. And the more
happy you are, the happier your parents will be with
and for you. Eventually, if you are smart enough,
you will realize that safe boundaries are healthy for
you. You'll realize that your parents saying “no”
sometimes is an acceptable and sometimes
necessary way to protect you. It is an important part
of how they keep you safe, and love you as good
parents should. You'll see how good communication,
both verbal and non-verbal, is very important in all
of your present and future relationships.
The goal of this book is to help you, as a child, to
more easily get what you want and need from your
parents, and to understand why they sometimes,
as caring parents, have to say “yes” and
sometimes say “no”.
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